
6th Class School Work for April 27th-May1st 
Hi girls,  

I hope you are all keeping well. A big thank you to all, who got in touch by email and who sent on 

their work. Well done. I hope to hear from more of you. You won’t be able to do a lot of this work 

until you receive your other books during this week. I have included printouts of  this sheet and work 

on novel on another sheet in your book bundles. Don’t worry. Continue with mental maths and 

spellings until then. Continue to look at Easter maths revision and solutions. I will be in touch soon. 

Thinking of you all,  

Mrs Flynn 

Maths: Mental Maths Week29 (one a day and review on Friday) 

Revision: Busy at Maths Look Back1&2on sheet: Do half of each page on each day Mon-Thurs 

Revision of fractions sheet: Do some each day from Monday-Friday 

Tables practice online at:   www.timestables.co.uk/ 

English: We think it is a nice time to begin the novel ‘Faraway Home’. It is set just before and 

during World War 2. It opens in Vienna, in Austria where we are introduced to a Jewish boy named 

Karl, whose life is about to change drastically with the Anschluss(meaning the takeover of Austria by 

Germany). 

 Novel Work: See separate sheet and complete all activities in novel copy +keep work 

neat. 

 Read one page(Your choice) from Read at Home 6 each day and answer questions. 

 Spellcheck6: Week 28. Look up unknown words, write into sentences and complete 

activities. Learn 8sp each day and fill a box per day like in school. Do your test on Friday if 

you can arrange for someone to call it out or record words on phone and play it back. 

 Keep a diary: Write a short recount of each day. (Do in Free Writing copy). Remember to 

keep up independent reading.(Read every day) 

Irish: Léigh sa Bhaile 6: Read & learn one of the following each day and answer questions in copy.  

 Ag Ordú Bia L16 

  Dinnéar i nGach Áit L17 

  Biachlár L26 

  Ullmhóidh Sorcha an Dinnéar L45 

 Comhrá Beirte-Cad atá uait don phicnic? L77 

Continue revising irregular verbs and prepositions plus spellings of them. 

RíRá 6: Aonad 21- Déan, pages 58+59 (do a little each day and learn spellings each day) 

For test if you write them in English first , then you can write the Irish beside them. 

Cula4 and irishhomework.ie are good websites to practise your Irish 

Science: Small World 6, Unit 11: Animals p62-66. Read these pages and also pages 60and 61 

Then research an Irish mammal and write report in SESE copy. Irish mammal suggestions: fallow 

deer, red deer, sika deer, Irish hare, badger, black rat, field mouse, fox, hedgehog, house mouse, pine 

martin, lynx, otter, stoat, wild goat, vole. 

Geography: Draw map of Austria and label (like we did China) 

Study and learn fact file included. Write report on Austria in Geography copy. 

Art: Do tourist T shirt for Austria (Template included) 

History: Small World Unit 15: World War 2 p80-85 (Links to novel) Answer activities, p85 

Separate sheet of facts on life in Ireland during WW2 included 

Story of Mahatma Gandhi, Small World p72-74(when you get the book) or book is online at   

Cjfallon.ie  Complete exercises on p75 when you get history copy back. This was last week’s work 

but I would like you to finish it.) 

PE: PE with Joe daily on Youtube 

Gonoodle 

Exercise and mindfulness: Rinka are doing online presentations on these for adults and children alike. 

PS: I would strongly recommend ye watch the RTE SchoolHub from 11am to 12pm daily. It is 

available on RTE or you can get it on RTE player. It covers all subjects and all classes. 

NOTE: Please remember to email work to mrsflynn338@gmail.com 

http://www.timestables.co.uk/

